
Backyard Bioblitz Program: 
Trees & Shrubs Protocol 

Trees can be found anywhere, just step outside and take a look around! Different tree species have particular soil preferences, some
like it wet, some like it dry, some like it sandy and some like it rich in organic matter, etc. Identifying trees can be difficult, but there are
many species that are easy for beginners to ID! Trees can be ID'd by there size, overall shape, habitat, leaf shape, leaf arrangement,
bark, flowers, seeds, and more! Scan the QR code at the top of the page go to The Land Between Backyard Bioblitz Program homepage and
then click "Trees" to find this seasons featured species.

Before participating in the Backyard Bioblitz program please make sure that you have completed all of the steps
and safety training on our website! When going out to look at trees, ensure you are dressed appropriately for the
elements and have gathered all the equipment listed below. Like all of our Backyard Bioblitz protocols, please make
sure you have downloaded the iNaturalist app and joined our ’The Land Between Backyard Bioblitz Program’ 
 Project on the app. Please scan the QR code to the right to join the iNaturalist project or to go to the page. 

PROTOCOL
When doing tree IDs make sure you look at all of the available ID features. In the spring flowers may be
present, in summer leaves will be on deciduous trees, in fall fruits/seeds and in winter, buds. Bark can
help somewhat with IDs, but it varies greatly between individuals, so it should be used in combination
with other ID features. In addition, twig or leaf arrangements are important characteristics to look at
for all species; some will have alternate leaves and twigs (they do not grow directly across from one
another) rather they are staggered. Some leaves and twigs are opposite (they grow directly opposite of
one another), and some may even be whorled (multiple leaves all grow out of one spot). Plan to go out
for a 15-30 minute walk around your property or community and try to ID the trees you see! 

Cell phone (or camera with
GPS)
Printed data entry sheet (if
you can't directly submit to
iNaturalist)
Pencil or pen
ID book is recommended

EQUIPMENT

Older trees are easier to ID than saplings
If you want to find a specific tree or shrub species, find the habitat it likes and go searching there!
Look for multiple ID features when looking at any tree or shrub because some species have
variable characteristics (like different leaf shapes)

TIPS FOR YOUR SEARCH
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Welcome to our Trees & Shrubs Data Sheet! Scan the QR code on the top left or visit https://www.thelandbetween.ca/backyard-
bioblitz/ to find our featured trees & shrubs for this season! This sheet is designed for those who would like to keep paper
documentation of their observations or learn more about different habitats and those who are unable to use iNaturalist while
conducting their Bioblitz outside. After adding the information to this datasheet, please submit your images and information to
our iNaturalist project (if you are unable to do this you can send the data directly to us at info@thelandbetween.ca)! You can
find our iNaturalist project titled ’The Land Between Backyard Bioblitz Program’  by searching for the project on iNaturalist or by
scanning the QR code to the right.
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